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Date: Date late: 1890
Proper date: 1879-1890

Description: Foolscap  format,  pages  numbered  by  hand  up  to  p.102  (1890),   but  there
must be at least another 50 pages unnumbered.  Condition: good.  The title
page,  whose  main  text  has  been  recorded  above,  gives  a  cursory  index
which I have amended here to correspond to the actual page numbers: - The
Grundbuch - land records - go up to p. 60, include documents in English and
Kannada,  and  several  plans/drawings,  including  one  laid  into  the  rear  end
papers.  - There is a summary chronicle of the station 1853-1899 [sic] on pp.
74-5. - Inventory of furniture, pp. 76-7. - Catalogue of the Station Library pp.
78-81 (but  note that  just  here there is  a  mistake in  the page numbering)  -
Station chronicle from 1879 pp.85-end, though with another short summary
of events before 1879 on pp. 85-6.

Subject: [Archives  catalogue]:  Guides  /  Finding  aids:  Archives:  C  -  India:  C-05  -
contents of station archives in India brought back to Basel.: C-05-2 - Minutes
of  Conferences  (station-district-general  Conferences  held  in  India),  station
chronicles
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